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                                                 4-thiomescaline, to page 345

-    2mg  6/27/77  ATS 5:40PM-in wake of TMA. n.e.
-    3mg <6/30/77  AB  n.e
-    6mg   7/1/77  ATS [10:00AM]=[0:00] n.e.
±   10mg  <7/9/77  AB  possible ±
+   16mg  7/25/77  ATS 9:03AM possible threshold [1:00][1:45] a real +; this is
      persistent on there noon hour into early afternoon [4:00?] - evening light
      frontal headache- for now, +
±   25mg  8/21/77  ATS [10:30AM]=[0:00].[2:00-2:30] slightly starry. [3.00] a ± or
      +, but I can't say what the action is [7:00] largely clear. yesterday
      MDMA-LSD!. ±

++  40mg  9/17/77  ATS [10:55AM]=[0:00].[0:35] alert [0:55] some physical-
      something starts. [2:00] to a ++ full. between ++ & +++ from [2:00 to 3:30]
      things crawl but speech interaction [with] AB normal. Leary of lab work
      [5:00] slow drop [6:15] still + or ++ [7:00] to dinner [9:00] pretty much out
      - some physical residue. some alert overall - & crawls f.LSD - ++

+   16mg  9/17/77 AB light effect , but +. felt all gone in evening [6:00] but the
      slightest stimulus would bring up a lightheadedness. neither of us [with]
      much window.

++  30mg   3/1/78 ATS 9:20AM=[0:00][0:30] tingle[0:40-[1:00] to a ++ smooth, almost
      LSD-like edge-off unreality [1:20] physical tremor - things that I had
      written make no sense - at 2x intensity I would need a baby-sitter.
      Overwhelming aleph-like concept. For the first time I recognize that I can be
      viewed as a non-neuter - a male - can allow myself to be so viewed , rather
      than as the neuter that I had been by choice as an agreement to Mandy. Mandy
      had been my "5:30" for 30 years, good, and with her death, I felt the need to
      self-impose them. But there is an emasculation in 5:30's. Have I never been
      looked as a ♂ [with] some attractiveness? Have I never been aware of this? I
      had never allowed myself to be sexually exploratory - the commitment was
      complete, was respected, and is now met. Don't let BM be forced into
      playing MW's role. It would be selfish to (1) demand a new 5:30 role (2)
      require her to be it (3) destroy another's love in the process. No, let BM
      be free. [2:00] full ++ - can I swing [with] Ted for lunch? Sure. [5:00)
      coming out - good talk [with] Ted [7:00] mentally clear - but physical
      shakes muscle memory. [9:00] all clear. ++

++  30mg  4/8/78 9:30AM (Colin [with] 25, Benita [with] 25) 10:30 to ++ some little
      window Benita [with] severe ut.cramps - down-garden (asparagus) try to eat
      (soup scene)- intense aleph interactions - development to mutual
      "schizophrenic" state - much reality loss - lab - hill - kite in driveway -
      try to prepare for Tusa's dinner 5-5:30. [8:00) Broiler house - still able to
      flip in easily - [14:00] to sleep (OK) next day repaired. Intense and not too
      nice (no fun) but rewarding. They +++.

+++ 40mg 10/5/79 12:50PM=[0:00] AP. Alerts[0:15] AP [0:25] ATS fast development
      AP to ++ [1:00] , ATS [0:40] - [1:30] [1:40] AP +++ and more ATS? ++, almost
      +++. Eyes-closed imagery  v.impressive, some clock-stop. much motion
      in visual detail. Complex and [with] depth of mescaline . Start dropping by
      [7:00]. Both [with] intestinal cramps - eat (modestly) [10:30][12] sleep
      fitfully - intense and rich dreams - urine production very light
      (~500ml / 18 hours) to be worked up for ArC2COOH. [20:00] completely clear-
      no residue. extremely rewarding.


